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what edward buys for paul is anything but a thank-you gift. paul continues to attempt to seduce connie, who is determined to find out his motives for attacking her. what edward does not know is pauls true intentions are far from honorable, and before long, he sets out on a
mission to destroy his family. the paths to getting to that outcome play out in an unpredictable, four-hour narrative that takes the viewer from, but is not limited to, the parties pictured above. as the film begins, edward and connie are shown together in a loving embrace.
edward is confused why connie runs away from him when they are driving to the movies. edward explains to connie that he wants to make love to her, and she rejects his advances. edward is frustrated and feeling abandoned as the remainder of the film unfolds. connie

brings her son to meet their neighbors, ron and alma. after ron watches an infant crawl out from a car carrying a baby swaddled in a blanket, he becomes determined to find and adopt one of his own. for alma, adopting a child is a way to show love for her husband, an avid
hunter. eventually, edward is presented with a problem that appears to be beyond his solving. after tom, a friend from school, is arrested for shoplifting, edward discovers that tom is an alcoholic with a history of similar crimes. edward and connie decide to visit jack and
alice, who own a local bookstore and record store. when edward buys a recording, he notices a name on the label that he recognizes from his childhood - edna purviance. edward listens to the recording and feels he knows her. alice also remembers edna, and since she is
from steubenville, ohio, asks edward to find her for her. as alice and edward talk, they discover they knew their neighbor, jack, who was a bank robber as a young man. they realize that edna was the girl jack was supposed to marry, and that she is the woman they saw at

the movie house. jack explains to edward that edna killed herself soon after hearing that he was arrested.
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